Since 2002, Prime’s is the longest running privately owned bunker fuel broker company, servicing the
best Greek shipping companies and the best global bunker suppliers around.
We call ourselves Purchasing Agents because we are using our expertise to help negotiate, arrange,
and manage our clients’ marine fuel procurement, as if it was our own vessel. We act as brokers only.
What is a Bunker Broker’s role?
unbiased
+ transparent
+ negotiator
+ implementor
= specialized customer service

Bunker Brokers are the “fenders” of the industry who protect
stakeholders’ interests and prevent impact between them.
At Prime’s, we do it with CARE: Commitment to Accuracy,
Reliability, and Excellence.

Our team of experts come from all the sectors of the supply value chain and offer their know-how to
handle the entire inquiry process: from introduction to the supply value chain, supplier & trader credit
lines, providing alerts of oil futures spikes, quality product, collection and negotiation of prices, time
validity reminders, claims prevention, delivery & after follow-ups, basis 24/7/365.
We aim to make the buyers’ work life easier, by helping to drive their buying strategies with the right
counter parties so they can perform more efficiently on the formidable tasks of vessel’s operations
and international regulations.

Small to medium size ship owning companies with little volume
have lots to gain by entrusting Prime’s.
Bunker buying is no rocket science, but it is complex. The
bunker industry operates under a complicated dynamic of
relationships built on trust and prices are based on predictably
unpredictable crude oil futures.

INTELLIGENT BUNKER
BUYING SOLUTIONS

Experts like us are connected to these particulars. We hold the
client’s hand through the imminent transitions, helping
navigate towards the right decisions for maximized cost
savings.

Plan your Bunker buying policy and strategy with us now.
Prime’s Bunkersplus , at your service !
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inquiries@primeinc.gr
www.primeinc.gr
Follow us: www.linkedin.com/company/prime-s-bunkersplus-services

